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The Ubiquity Partner Network provides a reliable, cost-efficient publishing infrastructure and services to university presses and library publishing programmes.
POWERING UNIVERSITY PRESSES

Fully rebranded platform

Ubiquity Press take care of the technology, development and production

Integrates university researchers into peer review database

Automatically links to data repository
The UPN enables these customers to operate sustainably and at lower risk, and also gives them the opportunity to try new business models and innovative solutions, for example:

Indian Institute of Technology
Library Partnership Subsidy (LPS) – allows OLH to have no author-facing charges

More than 190 libraries worldwide signed up to LPS membership so far

Our aim is to have many libraries contributing at an affordable level

Target of 300 participating libraries within 3 years (by 2018), at an average contribution of $850 per library
There are more people living inside this circle than outside of it.

Sri Lanka Journals Online: 70 journals migrated to the UP platform and are run in-country with the SL National Science Foundation. Heavy focus on regional medicine and agriculture.

IIT Indore Press – the first Indian University Press, with a strong focus on local languages.
Sharing resources, innovating individually.